
These stories from successful past Passion in You projects 
are a testament to the difference we can make when we 
come together. Feel free to adapt and share on your 
channels and in your presentations.

PASSION IN YOU 
SUCCESS STORIES

NURTURING NATIONS STORY

SPENCER’S PLACE STORY

“I want to express my deep appreciation for you, the Young Living Foundation, the Passion in You 
program, and everyone that made this project possible! Words can’t express the feeling when we 
walked into the kitchen for the first time. It felt like a sacred place knowing that so many children 
would be fed in this new facility—many children that wouldn’t survive without help. A place of 
hope and a place to help children to have a future instead of wondering if they will survive until 
tomorrow. Thank you for making this possible!”

This is a note from Laura Belk, the founder of Nurturing Nations that benefited from a grant through 
our Passion in You program. With the grant, the organization was able to build a kitchen in record 
time, doubling its capacity so they can feed more than 500 children through its school feeding 
program. The previous kitchen was also taking up an entire classroom. The school will have that 
space back to take in at least 50 more students.

Nurturing Nations runs a school and safe house in Kofi Kwei, Ghana, that provides a much-needed 
haven for children who are often greatly persecuted or abandoned due to their disabilities and 
vulnerability. Children like Kelvin, whose father died during a construction accident and was left 
alone for three days before being found and brought to Nurturing Nations. The organization has 
gained a solid reputation in Ghana for having the best facilities to care for and educate vulnerable 
children like Kelvin, and the much-needed kitchen will only add to that reputation.

 Want to get involved? Visit younglivingfoundation.org/passion-in-you.

A @youngliving Brand Partner recently completed a #PassionInYou fundraiser for @
spencersplaceaz, which provides employment opportunities and vocational training for young 
adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities. With $10,000 matched by the Young Living 
Foundation, over $22,000 was raised for Spencer’s Place!

Spencer’s Place said this Passion In You fundraiser will allow them to prepare for a second location 
and extend employment opportunities to so many more individuals. We are thrilled for them and 
the possibilities ahead!

Visit younglivingfoundation.org/passion-in-you to start your own Passion in You project, or to 
support a fellow rand partner’s passion, today!


